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Now let's see... you guys with the blue shirts
will be the Puppets of Arn.ericun Imperialism
and we will be the Avengers of the WiUof the
Proletariat.

Youwere a vital young radical once. Causes
lined up to be caressed by your deft political
touch. The creatures ofthe media were elec-
tric in their adoration ofyour sallies into the
fen of the beast. That was then. Things have
changed and people have forgotten.
Weptronics remembers and is here to help.
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veterans. They know well enough what the situation is. I
made it for the general public.

There's been very little made that reflects where
veterans are today. They're very gratified that somebody
went to the expense and trouble to make a film that
doesn't simply try to honor them but tries to reflect the
complexity of their predicament and the ongoing nature
of P.T.S.D. It's not something that you recover from,
instantaneously. It takes you years, a lot of sympathy
from loved ones, and, unfortunately, a lot of vets haven't
gotten that. .

But it's just a film. And, as a film, we as filmmakers
tend to invest more in the film emotionally than anyone
else. We try to get our film out and believe that people's
ideas are going to change by seeing it, that the treatment
of a certain class of individuals is going to improve. Films
may bring certain things to people's attention but its the
public who will have to bring those changes about.

VHS cassettes of Ambush are available from Mountain
Pictures, PO Box 1212, Somerset, KY 42502. For indi-
vidual home viewing the price is $20 (plus $4.50 shipping
and handling);for schools, libraries, and other non-profit
organizations showing the video free to the public, the
price is $50 (plus $4.50 shipping and handling) and for
video rental outlets, the price is $70 (plus $4.50 shipping
and handling).
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Come to North Carolina and join the faculty
and staff of the Berrigan School of Social
Rectitude. Rediscover your dissipated sense
of outrage, learn again how to screw your
courage to the sticking place as you confront
implacable National Guardsmen ...with their
big guns.· Learn to splash paint on military
planes, claw at the implements of death and
make sure the media is there.

Wewill show you how to contact one of those
wonderful out-of-state barristers when you
get in extremis. Social relevance, adoration of
the untennensch as you battle in their cause,
and a finning of not only your resolve but
other things as well. Hurry-positions are
going fast and the agenda for the new year of
social

TIiE IMAGE of TIiE MiliTARY OfficER iN
FilMS CONCERNiNG TIiE ViETNAM WAR

John S. Baky, Director of Library Services, Connelly Li-
brary, La Salle University, Philadelphia, PA 19141.

Given in conference 9 March 1990 at the Annual Confer-
ence of the Popular Culture & American Culture Associa-
tions, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

In theironically hopeful, eerily dirged silence pervading
the dedication of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
November of'82, I stood isolated among 150,000 people,
mostly men, who stood staring and scuffling their feet like
boys waiting to see if they would be chastised. I am still
unsettled by two emotional certainties that imprinted
themselves on me that day. The memory of the astound-
ing silence that can emanate from 150,000 people; and
the fact that during a day in which I spent nine hours
walking among these tens of thousands of men spread
out over a square mile of the nation's capitol, I saw fewer
than 100 men who could or would identitY themselves
publicly as commissioned officers. When one considers
that if the officer corps wwere but 10% of the armed
forces, one could expect to find-even in the politically
schizoid aftermath of Vietnam-at least a few thousand
commissioned officers; surely a thousand out of a pos-
sible 300,000 should have been standing around in
remnants of uniforms distinguished by emblems of rank,
or adorned by the modest totems of wound and service.
Nevertheless, if they were present that day, they were
concealed on the sidelines of the parade route or other-
wise carefully unidentified. That last choice, willful
concealment, is certainly not out of the realm ofpossibil-
ity. Officers, after all, are instructed to honor demeanor.
Still, the number involved did not feel right. This was a
day for display, was it not? The officers simply were not
there; or, if there, they chose to mask their pride; to
relinquish their claim to a redemption that was being
offered in ways undreamt of until that day, 300,000;
150,000; 25,000; these are large numbers. Something
was suspect. Accounting for this suspicion informs this
paper.

I posited pure invention trying to fathom why thou-
sands of men stayed away from an event that drew
thousands of other men sharing the same elemental
experience. Were these officers ashamed of their service,
were they afraid of their reception by the enlisted men,
were they uninformed of the event itself. I wondered -
could they be too modest for public gratitude; not likely.
None of these ideas solved the mystery anyway. Their
absence seemed to require a more complex society-driven
explanation.

The two Proustian moments I experienced while
being held thrall to The Wall that day suggested a
validation for something Roland Barthes observed.
When asked a question about memorials, Barthes replied
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that public memorials and cultural myths commemorate
the past, but they also disguise it and "erode history, and
with it the palpable truths of specific human action and
its consequences." The apparent absence of an entire
class of participants at this decidedly mythopoeic cer-
emony forced me to believe that not only was Barthes
correct, but that the rapidity of this transformation was
in danger of revisioning myths even before they had been
recorded in their original forms. Were Vietnam veteran
officers literally textualizing themselves as something no
one else could read? Had the officer class been scared
awayl Had it scared itself away? I never got the feeling
that these officers were meant to be excluded from the
ceremonies-after all, some of the most potent forces
behind the very concept of the Wall and its dedication
were officers, most of them publicly prideful and all of
them present. that day

Was it possible that the notable absence of a class of
participants was evidence in reverse of outrageous phe-
nomena like the "rehabilitation" of a Custer; a "rehabili-
tation" intended only to preserve the consistent public
myth of the American frontier warrior. And subvert, as
well, the complex social norms signified by the miles
gloriosus and the miles furens-both of them classical
images privileged by western civilization, but now signs,
more than anything else, of sad bewilderment. In fact,
some may feel that the citizen soldier in his summary role
as anointed male leader jmilitary officer has become a
consistent metaphor for the failed evil of the Vietnam war
itself. The traditional image of the officer as the essence
of all that is desirable in a male soldier and, by extension,
the society as a whole has, in this war, essentially become
a trope for just the opposite. That is a very curious
phenomenon indeed.

In the absence of carefully crafted surveys and
extensive personal interviews with the officers them-
selves, I wondered if imagination might succeed where
rational analysis had failed. Perhaps once again the
precise lies of fiction would offer the truth. Was the
perceived image of the military officer so terrible or
negative as to be intimidating to the officers themselves?
The only way to determine such a thing is to survey the
public images that may have created such a threat.

One immediately viable group of war images that
would offer a consistent medium in which one could
expect to find clear officer images is that of film. If the
current view that film mirrors rather than shapes the
public consciousness is correct, than filmic images of
officers in the war ought to be informative of how we are
likely to perceive officers now and, more importantly, as
today's children think of them in the future.

To judge the content of groups of visual images,
there must be samples that are representative in form
and numerous enough to evidence patterns. To accom-
modate those two criteria, I identified 140 films to serve
as stock from which to draw images of military officers.
These 140 films all treat the Vietnam war as a central plot
element; or have a character acting in a certain manner
because of the war; or employ clear images of the war as
a past event influencing motives in the present or future.
The 140 films have images of at least one officer acting as

a character integral to the plot (or in a necessary
supporting role) in sixty-three productions (45%). These
sixty-three films parent fourteen fully realized officer
characters. If you cannot name more than fifteen Viet-
nam-related films, then I caution you to be prepared for
titles of breath-taking obscurity. But, importantly, it is
precisely these same obscure commercial efforts that
play on cable TV or via satellite virtually every night-
somewhere in the world. Personally, I have seen far more
than half of them on commercial TV alone. It is exceed-
ingly difficult to know whether to succumb to a comic
shtick or stick, Reagan-like, to a posture of deniable
plausibility when you view films entitled Blackenstein,
say, or Pork Lips Now, or how about the 1971 effort
entitled ToKill a Clown made by none other than Alan
AIda wherein he plays a Doberman-wielding psychotic
crippled major-who, residing happily near Martha's
Vineyard, terrorizes pre-nuptial hippies in his off-hours.
Let me add that a distinct comic element is quite self-
consciously evident in many of the films, and specifically
in their officer characters. Whether or not that mode
represents a sort of meta-analysis of film, I cannot say.
Personally, I suspect not. The humor seems to come sui
generis from the faux pas inherent in carelessly made
exploitation films.

The sixty-three "officer" films exhibit distinctive ele-
ments oflikeness. There are four groups of distinguishing
characteristics that apply equally to all later specific
image clusters. The four self-limiting categories are:

1. Officer films do not repeat the ritualized thematic
cycles that are so evident in films about enlisted veterans.
That is to say, the officer images do not appear to follow
the by now typical historical progression ofRsycho-grunt
sociopath (made in the early to mid 70's). t8'the theme of
returned grunt as victim (mid to late 70's), to the returned
grunt as vigilante (late 70's), to the redemptive grunt
(early 80's), and coming to rest finally in the latest avatar
of the grunt best characterized as the anti-hero super
grunt that has been spawned largely in the late 80's. This
"societally crafted 'Killing machine'" appears to be pres-
ently entrenched as a metaphor for the survivalist men-
tality shaped around the American preoccupation with
loss and paramilitary culture in the Post-Desert Storm
world.

2. The 141 incidental officer characters as a group
exhibit a pervasive kind of classlessness. Considering
the traditional origin of military officers and their as-
signed place in society, this seems a significant change;

3. Unlike the numerous traditional sergeant images that
appear in most of the sixty-three films, most of the
officers are never shown as father-figures or as generic
sons. They exist in the plot, therefore, without the sort of
cultural power that resides in the sergeant figures.
Officers appear as arbitrarily powerful or simply alien-
ated, their characteristic human vitality all but desic-
cated; officers are not depicted as organic to a social
group;
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4. The last common trait underpinning the officer films
can be located in the officers who collectively serve their
parent "society," or simply serve themselves in isolation
from the larger society. These two commitments do not
seem coterminous as in WWII film.

Gender-related issues, which properly would have
formed a 5th category of group features, are perhaps best
left to more expert treatment. If Susan Jeffords, Kate
Meyers, Claudia Springer and others are correct, then the
image of the officer is a powerful repository for gender-
driven realities. Imperatively, gender definitions are
about power relationships; and the power to define things
used to be that of the male and parenthetically the
military officer within general society. Suffice it to say
that many of the qualities ascribed to the images of
ineffective or "weak" officers are often identified by femi-
nist scholars as just those characteristics that ought to
be valorized as unselfconsciously feminine. Jeffords
cites clear examples of this in the traits of the "will to
negotiate" and the "will to compromise."}

I can now map certain specific image clusters that
are embedded schematically in the four larger constella-
tions just named. Importantly, though, the following
specific images remain the ones that reveal what the
American public is likely to believe has become of its
military oftltercorps.

J)

1.There is a group of a dozen films that offer up the image
of the officer in terms so unmercifully negative as to
define a sociopath. In some ways this is the most telling
category of images. Within it is located all those images
that identifY the very concept of an officer as being
generically-almost genetically-suspect, if not utterly
contemptible. They break down into two separate but
unequal groups.

The first group portrays the officer as metonymic of
all that is wrong and bad about the state of individual
authority when it is allowed to exist in corrupt environ-
ments: in chronological order the films are: To Kill a
Clown, Last Hunter, Fatal VISion,Tornado, Angkor,
Cambodia Express, Steele Justice, Above the Law,
Eyeof the Eagle, and 84 Charlie MoPic. From this list
alone comes a psychopath murderer, a fiendishly profes-
sional torturer with the rank of full colonel, three homi-
cidal traitors, an American Major in the stateside Viet-
namese "Mafia," and one sadomasochist for hire. And all
of these villains are senior Captains through the Field
grades. The second but much smaller group of clearly
deviant personalities who have legally obtained their high
rank includes Apocalypse Now, Off Limits •.and a gem
of astonishing mediocrity-though tricked out in hand-
some production values, TheWhite Ghost. In the guise
of Colonel Kurtz and Major Kilgore in Apocalypse, the
sexually perverted maniacal Colonel in Off Limits, and
a coldly methodical Captain who mass murders Vietnam-
ese civilians in the White Ghost, the viewer is given
characters that are all dramatically lionized as the best
the Army had to offer. No fewer than three of the four are
top-of-their-class West Pointers, and all four are shown
as well to be headed to the pinnacle of military achieve-

ment at precociously young ages. The characteristics so
consistently displayed in these monsters suggest a politi-
cal agenda. They stand at least metaphorically for the evil
of war itself and, more particularly damning, for those
who cause war in order to preserve a reactionary
weltanschaU11119 wherein archaic paternalistic values
dominate by sheer dint of physical violence and murder-
ous calculation.

2. The second of the major categories of images is a set
having corporate intransigence and vulgar careerism as
the fundamental characteristic common to the officer
figures.2 Ten films in number, these fourteen characters
harbor behavioral deficiencies which appear peculiar to
the American military structure. If the military analyst
Richard Gabriel is to be believed, then among the most
important of these was a "military careerism so exagger-
ated that protection and advancement of an officer·s
career at all levels seemed to have become the highest
value for a substantial number of officers."3 Further, the
change resulted in a series of moral and ethical failures
represented by officers acquiescing in, initiating, or par-
ticipating in policies and actions which individually they
regarded as unethical, but which were followed neverthe-
less as the way to career advancement. 4 Itis this category
of images alone about which Hollywood seems to get it
right. They are representative of the "self-serving corpo-
rate management so vehemently assaulted throughout
the 1970s and 1980s."5 Listen for a minute to this
exchange between a salty proletarian black sergeant and
a brand new ambitious second lieutenant.

[sergeant says:] "And how do you see the war, LT?"
[LTsays:] "Business. Bigbusiness. Army's just one big

corporation just like Gulf &Western .... There's room
for opportunity. You can be a peon or if you see
yourself as executive material

advancement potential is enOffilOUS."
[sergeant says:] "Do you see yourself as some kind of a

junior executive?'
[LT says:] "Exactly. 12 months I can move from second

looie to first. In play it right, I can leave Nam as a Cpt.
with major just around the corner .... Like they say,
It's who you know."

[sergeant says:] "....You're using Nam to punch a
ticket."

[LT says:] "Look, wars don't come along very often.
Chance of a life time for a career officer. Combat duty
is the. foundation of a successful career."

This exchange is from a small but significant film re-
leased in 1989 called 84 Charlie MoFic. The quotation
is a summary of this entire image cluster. Among the
other nine films cited can be found: The Boys in
Company C, Twilight's Last Gleaming, Go Tell the
Spartans, Rumor of War, Tornado, Expendables,
Siegeof Fire Base Gloria, Riders on the Storm, and
Good Morning, Vietnam.

3. About a third of the 63 films focus on the officer-
usually company grade-as being so incompetent, or so
blindly innocent, or so fundamentally stupid as to be
perilously close to paralysis. In one Hollywood instance,
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Purple Hearts, the lieutenant is loudly coached by a
sergeant in how to actually walk; and that in full hearing
of the enlisted men! Afew in this category of incompetent
novices are affectionately cultivated so that a classic
bildungsroman can be constructed. The bildungsroman,
however, occurs in only ten of the sixty-three officer films,
whereas it is a narrative device so repetitive in descrip-
tions of the enlisted men as to be a numbing cliche. But,
as likely as not, each developing boy-officer image is
countered by another image that simply wants to expose
the officer as a worthless vestige of decadent capitalism,
or a remnant of ossified socialist dogma, or as right -wing
lunatics, depending only, it seems, on the' year in which
the film was made and what political agenda was the
year's fashion. The role models in this image cluster are
nicely summarized by the handsome, tanned captain
who, stark naked, begins ritual serial masturbation at 5
0'clock sharp every day in his bunker-NV Ahuman wave
assault or not (The Siege of Fire Base Gloria).

4. 20% of the sixty-three films foster, in the Apollonian
mode, the flamboyant image of the officer as either a
demented, Hawaiian-shirted, Groucho figure; or, in the
Dionysian spirit a crazed, wild-eyed repressed lunatic.
Among the more memorable images is Bruce Dern's
portrayal of a psychotic Fighter pilot turned Goodyear
blimp pilot who plans to kill 80,000 people by sailing his
balloon over the Superbowl and detonating a ton of
buckshot-laced plastic explosive. Released in the year of
the U.S. Bicentennial, the undeniable image is that of the
deranged Vietnam veteran as world terrorist. Add to this
the combat surfer, Major Kilgore, in Apocalypse or a
West Point-trained mass murderer who now roves the
world consulting on exactly that subject, and you get the
picture for the Dionysian side. In another film (Riders on
the Stann,) in the words of its video rental box blurb
"Step aboard a futuristic B-29 retro-junker as the Cap-
tain himself (Dennis Hopper) commands a crazy clique of
former Vietnam vets. They're running an illegal broad-
cast station called S & M 1V dedicated to jamming the
American public's prime time with the unedited truth
about the Vietnam war, patriotism," and anything else
you can decipher from a confusing sound track. How
about the mad dog Major in The Last Hunter who,
accompanied by circus calliope music, orders his men to
race through sniper infested triple canopy jungle with the
goal of retrieving a coconut. Mirabile visu, the men do it.
In Siege of Fire base Gloria, the irrepressible and ubiq-
uitous R. Lee Ermey fights his way into a hopelessly
beleaguered outpost through, among other things, VC,
NVA, snipers, and ambush-only to be told on his
exhausted arrival by a babbling, hashish-crazed com-
pany commander: "Put your men to work on repairing the
mess generators, Sergeant. We have complete air supe-
riority and we can't even freeze a couple of gallons of
fuckin' ice cream."

6. In what is perhaps the most curious of image patterns,
eight films isolate the once exalted figure of the Special
Forces "Green Beret" officer as the perfect evil twin of the
John Wayne prototype. The Green Beret officer, for some

reason usually a captain, is now often portrayed as either
a morally corrupt opportunistic criminal or as an alien-
ated, idealistically burned-out mercenary. There is no
short explanation for this perfect subversion of such a
mythic icon except that the degree of cynicism involved
must be considerable, it surely betrays serious cultural
confusion. Ibelieve it was Alisdair Spark who somewhere
attributed the demise of the cult of the Green Berets to the
calculated intentions of a jealous bureaucracy-bound
general staff, "frightened by elites not of their manufac-
ture."

7. Officers that bear extra-military occupational special-
ties such as doctors, lawyers, nurses, and pilots are
depicted almost universally as either a radically anti-
authoritarian gadfly, or as an insensitive martinet always
willing to subvert his or her occupational morality to that
of the worst kind of hierarchical military bureaucracy.
Thirteen films use this dominant approach to officer
images. Stark variations of this compromised officer
often exhibit female officers as persons who are ever
willing to place the requirements and gender imperatives
of the military over their own existence as women.

8. Last-and given Hollywood's usual racist compul-
sions-a surprisingly high number of films (6) portray
black officers; again, for some reason usually captains.
They seem designed to act as a counter force to the array
of aberrant white officers exemplified by many of the
same negative traits as ascribed to the rogue Green Beret
officer. Ironically perhaps, these black officers represent
almost platonic models of "The Officer." They are por-
trayed as having all the ideal characteristics with which
WWIIvintage white officers used to be born.

~
Broad surveys of this length and depth can hope only to
provide raw data for future systematic inquiries. Conclu-
sions therefore are modest, brief, and in a way-puzzling.
Statistically, the data extracted from the films is curious
and not conducive to subtle conclusions. For example, of
the sixty-three officer films viewed, 68% were generally
negative toward the armed forces, whereas a laughable
8% cast the armed forces in a positive or admirable light.
Startlingly different is the discrepancy that exists when
the total 140 individual officer characters is subjected to
the same standards. The 140 individual characters
divide into sixty "negative-traited," wholly unadmirable
officers, and fifty-seven "positive-traited," admirable of-
ficers. The startling discrepancy, of course, is how an
entire military organization can appear only negatively,
evenwhen its officers are shown to be good and bad in
about equal numbers? This disparity of effect is an
important conundrum.

What appears to happen is that the wholly negative
officer images are so dramatically inauthentic, unquali-
fied, and exaggerated that they leave a lingering, totally
negative impression far in excess of the actual number of
images they represent. That is, a few very negative
images counteracts a much larger number of generally
positive images. Bad news drives out good. Such an
explanation would satisfy the skewed results of the data.
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However, what allows the cause of the skewing to become
normative, and therefore dangerous, is the equally Hol-
lywood-generated ignorance of what an officer is trained
(expected) to do in combat circumstances. Effective
officers are neither intended nor trained to participate in
physical labor or routine garrison duties on a par with
enlisted men. Hollywood almost always misinterprets
that fact, or exploits it to the point of political distortion.
Likewise, in combat, officers are to lead aggressively and
coordinate the activities of their fighting men; the officer
actually fights himself only when his immediate exist-
ence is threatened. Moreover, officer images in these
films make no concessions to the fact that officers-
particularly junior ones in a lethal environment-are
prey to the same human frailties possessed by enlisted
men. Where an enlisted man is shown to be justifiably
confounded by close combat, the offzceris shown to be an
incipient coward; if the enlisted man is privileged as
simply naive, the officer is villainized as either genetically
incompetent or just flat stupid; and finally, the officer at
alllevels seems to be shown with the expectation ofbeing
inherently experienced in his military duties instead of
having to learn them through trial and error as the
enlisted men do. The ever-present hard-bitten sergeant
is always valorized as being sprung, experience and all,
from the forehead of Mars . .

Wha~is essay concludes, then, is that Hollywood,
in its ininfical reductive zeal to villainize the military, has
hopelessly confused symptoms with diseases. Serious
and copious socio-historical evidence compels us to
believe that the armed forces indeed evolved into a very
inefficient and vicious bureaucratic beast. The same
evidence soundly indicts the crass, self-serving
careerism fostered in individual professional officers at
all levels of command by the disastrous notion that
formal MBAprinciples can be substituted for the leader-
ship imperatives of idealism, fortitude, and loyalty; you
cannot "manage men to their deaths. "6

Although correctly identifYing the systemic failures
of the institutional military, the various filmmakers
compromise their credibility by attempting to prove the
truth of that concept using the distortions of only exag-
gerated paradigms. In the final analysis, General Sir
John Hackett wisely observes of officer corps in general
that to see how really "bad bad men can be in any
profession is to learn little worth knowing. "7 If filmic
visions replace or displace real images then the distorted
images will create false reality. If one wishes to observe
the public consequences of distorted images transmuted
into false reality simply re-watch the 1V jpress coverage
of the Gulf of Tonkin "Incident."

NOTES

1 Susan Jeffords, Remasculinization ofAmerica: Gender and
the Vietnam War (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press)
1989).
2 Gabriel, Richard A.and Paul L.Savage. Crisis in Command:
Mismanagement in the Army, (NY:Hill & Wang) 1978.
3 Gabriel, Richard A. Military Incompetence: Why the
American Military Doesn't Win. (NY:Hill&Wang) 1985.
4 Ibid., passim.
5 See Richard Gabriel, Charles Moskos. John Keegan, and
General Sir John Hackett, passim.
6 Such a systematic societal failure is in fact reported by
Richard Gabriel in the works I have cited, as well as those
words quoted here. The preposterous failures of applying
"MBAprinciples" to combat leadership are further proph-
esied in title after title of reputable work, including David H.
Hackworth, Neil Sheehan, Charles Moskos, et al.
7 Hackett, General Sir John. The Profession of Arms. (New
York: Macmillan) 1983.

Figun' :t19. Lecchcs.
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